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1 Introduction

Statisticalinference for equality constrainedproblems in multivariateanalysis is well
established and widely known. An account of basic results and ideas are given, for
example, by Silvey (1970) and Rao (1973, ? 4a9). In contrast a relevant theory for
inequalityconstraintsis scattered in the literature under various names such as order
restricted inference, isotonic regression, one-sided testing, etc. An exposition of some
achievementsin this directionand a historicalbackgroundprior to the seventies are given
in the seminal book of Barlow et al. (1972).
The aim of this paper is to present a unified approachto hypothesis testing involving
inequalityconstraints.In this process we hope to clarifyand simplifythe understandingof
known results occasionally introducing possible extensions and relevant applications.
Throughoutthe paper we make use of a few simple geometrical facts associated with
convex cones. A brief descriptionof requiredresults and definitionswill be given in ? 2.
As a referencebook for the correspondingtheory we mention Stoer & Witzgall(1970).
In ? 3 we introducethe basic concept of chi-bar-squaredstatistics.In order to illustrate
general ideas an example of linear regression under inequality constraints will be
considered in detail in ? 4. Section 5 is concerned with the weights associated with
chi-bar-squared distributions. Some asymptotic results are described in ? 6. In ? 7 we
introduce E-bar-squared statistics and discuss their applications, while ? 8 gives a
summary and conclusions.
2

Convex cones and orthogonal projections
A subset C of '" is called a cone (or a positively homogeneous set) if x C implies
that tx E C for every positive scalar t. We suppose throughout that cones considered are
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closed and convex. Convex cones share many useful properties of linear spaces. In
particularit is meaningfulto consider an orthogonal (minimumnorm, metric) projection
onto a convex cone C. Let U be a given m x m positive-definitesymmetricmatrix. We
denote by (x, y) = x'Uy and Ilxll= (x'Ux)i the inner product and the norm, respectively,
associatedwith U. The orthogonalprojectionP(., C) onto C assignsto each x the closest
point in C, that is i- = P(x, C) is the solution of the program:
minimize (x - q)'U(x - q) subject to ' E C.
(2.1)
The correspondingdistancefrom x to C is given by IIx- P(x, C)i.
The following formulais, in a sense, a version of Pythagoras'theorem,

+ I1x- P(x, C)112.
Ilxll2= liP(x,C)112
(2.2)
Furthermore,suppose that C is containedin a convex cone K and either C or K is a linear
space. Then
= Ilx- P(x, K)112+ IIP(x,K) - P(x, C)112.
I1x- P(x, C)112

(2.3)

Note that (2.3) does not hold in general for two convex cones C c K.
With the cone C is associatedthe so-called polar (or dual) cone C0,
CO= {y: (x, y) 0 for all x E C}.
If C = L is a linear subspaceof Rm",then CO= L' is the usual orthogonalcomplementof
L,
L' = {y: (x, y) = 0 for all x E L).
Similarlyto the case of linear spaces, it follows that, if C is closed and convex, then
(Co)o= C and, for all x,

x - P(x, C) = P(x, CO).

(2.4)
In order to obtain the orthogonalprojectionP(x, C) correspondingto a given vector x,
one must solve the mathematicalprogrammingproblem (2.1). In applicationsthe cone C
is often defined by a numberof equality and inequalitylinear constraints
C= {x:ax= 0, i = 1,..., s;ax0,
i = s + 1,..., t}.
(2.5)
Then (2.1) becomes a quadratic programming problem. An interesting algorithm
exploiting specific features of problem (2.1) has been proposedby Dykstra & Robertson
(1982b) and Dykstra (1983). For a closely related problemof findingthe nearest point in
a polytope see Mitchell, Demyanov & Malozemov(1974) and Wolfe (1976).
Finallywe note that, if C is given by (2.5), then the polar cone COis generatedby linear
combinations of vectors U-'ai (i =s + 1,..., t), with nonnegative coefficients, and
vectors U-lai (i = 1, ..., s), with unrestrictedcoefficients.
3 Chi-bar-squaredstatistics
In this section we discussthe so-called chi-bar-squaredstatisticswhich will play a major
role in our considerations.Let y - N(0, V) be an m x 1 normalvariable, C be a convex
cone and consider
f2 = y'V-ly - min
(y - q)'V-1(y - q).
qEC

(3.1)

It follows from (2.2) that the chi-bar-squaredstatistic defined in (3.1) can be written as
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P(y, C)112,where the norm and inner productare taken with respect to the matrix
V-1. The basic distributionalresult concerningi2 is that it is distributedas a mixtureof
chi-squareddistributions.That is

22=

!

Pr{2

m

c} =

i=0

wi Pr{xi

(3.2)

> c},

where Xi is a chi-squaredrandomvariablewith i degrees of freedom, =0, and wi are
X20 V, C) depend
nonnegative weights such that wo+... + Wm= 1. The weights wi= wi(m,
on V and C and will be discussedlater. The distributionof f2 is determinedby V and C
and will be denoted by V2(V, C). We also write f2 -~ 2(V, C).
The distributionalresult (3.2) has a long history. Particularcases of it appeared in
earlier works of Bartholomew (1959, 1961). A decisive step was made by Kudo (1963)
and independently by Nuiesch (1964, 1966) where this result was proved for the
nonnegativeorthantC = Rm.Later their approachwas extended by Kud6 & Choi (1975),
and recently Shapiro(1985a) proposed a simple proof for any convex cone C.
Often we will be interestedin the followingform of chi-bar-squaredstatistics
2 = min (y - q)'V-(y - q),
qED

(3.3)

where D is a closed convex cone. Formulae(2.2) and (2.4) imply that, if D = Co, then X2
in (3.1) and (3.3) are identical. Since (Co)o= C we have that f2 given in (3.3) has the
chi-bar-squareddistributionP2(V, Do). It follows that every result about 2 in the form
(3.3) has its dual counterpartfor f2 defined by (3.1). Another source of duality is
provided by the following equality connectingthe weights correspondingto polar cones
(Shapiro, 1985a)
wi(m, V, CO) = wm_i(m, V, C),

(i = 0, ...,

m).

(3.4)

Considerthe f2 statistic given in (3.3) and suppose that the cone D is contained in a
linear space L generatedby column vectors of an m x k matrixA of rank k. Then D can
be representedin the form D = AK, where K is a convex cone in RDkand

=a, PEK}.
AK= {q:1q
Consequentlywe can write 22 as follows
22

= min (y - Ap)'V-1(y - AP).
PEK

(3.5)

Then by applying(2.3) and using the matrixform of the orthogonalprojectiononto the
linear space L one can show that the right-hand side of (3.5) is the sum of two
independentvariables Ily- P(y, L) 112and

min(z - j)'W-1(z - j),
where W = (A'V-1A)-1

and z = (A'V-'1A)-1A'V-y,

(3.6)
z- N(0, W) (Shapiro, 1985a,

Th. 2.1). It is well knownthat Ily- P(y, L)jj2has the (central)chi-squareddistributionwith
m - k degrees of freedom. Of course the second variablegiven by (3.6) is C2(W,Ko).
The result above can be extended to the noncentral case as follows. Let y be N(iL, V)

with the mean vector l' being orthogonal to L; that is
P(t, L)=0 or equivalently
0.
A'V-'ty=

Then the normal variable z in (3.6) remains N(0, W), and hence the

distributionof the second variable (3.6) remains unchanged, while the first variable
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becomes noncentral chi-squared with m - k degrees of freedom and noncentrality
parameter
6 = I - P(p, L)112=
1P112.
Thereforein this case f2 is distributedas a mixtureof noncentralchi-squareddistributions
with the same noncentralityparameter6.
Finally let us consider the case where C contains a linear space M. Then C is
representable as the direct sum of M and the cone C* = Cn M, where M' is the
orthogonalcomplementof M with respect to the matrixV-1. This implies that
+ IIP(x,C*)112
IIP(x,C)112= IIP(x,M)112
and then

- P(y,M)112
= iP(y,C*)112.
- P(y,C)112
- Ily
YIl
It follows that, if y - N(ip, V) and ~ e M, then the statistic
min (y - q)'V-'(y - q) - min (y - q)'V-'(y - q)
qEM
qEC

(3.7)

has the distributionV2(V, C*).
4. Applicationsto linear models
In this section we discussin detail an illustrativeexampleof the linearregressionmodel
y= XpS+e,
(4.1)
where X is a known N x k matrixof rank k, P is a k x 1 vector of unknownparameters
and e is
). Throughoutthe paper we denote by P0 the true value of the parameter
N(Ip,
vector P correspondingto a given model. In this section we consider the case where the
covariancematrixE is known. The mean vector will be specifiedlater.
Ip
Suppose that we wish to test the null hypothesis that o0satisfies a set of equality
constraints
Rp = r
(4.2)
againstthe restrictedalternative
(4.3)
Rlpa>r1,
where R1 is a q x k submatrixof the p x k matrixR and r, is the correspondingsubvector
of r. (The inequality sign between two vectors is understood to be applied componentwise.) It will be assumed that equations (4.2) are consistent, i.e. they define a
nonempty(affine) subspaceof Rk. Of course this assumptionholds if R has full row rank
p. The testing problem above has been discussed, at various degrees of generality, by
several authors. Gouridroux,Holly & Monfort (1982) considered the case where R is
equal to R1 and has the full rank p. A discussion of a more general situation and
additional references is given by Farebrother (1986). Subsequently we rederive and
extend some of their results. In particularit will be shown that the null distributionof an
appropriatetest statistic is chi-bar-squared,which gives a confirmativeanswer to the
question raised by Farebrother(1986, p. 29).
The likelihood ratio test rejects the null hypothesis for large values of the following
statistic
min (y - XB)'C-(y - X) - min (y - XB)'I-7(y - XB).

RB=r

R1X-ar1
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Suppose that the mean vector p is orthogonal to the linear space L generated by the
column vectors of X; that is p'E-'X = 0. This is a natural generalizationof the usual
assumptionp = 0. Then by applyingformula (2.3) in a similarmannerto (3.5) and (3.6),
we obtain the test statistic (4.4) in the form
min (z - P)'1-(z

R)=r

- P) -

- P),

min (z -

R1prl

(4.5)

P)'1-l(z

where It = (X'E-1X)-1 and z = (X'E-1X)-'X'E-ly

- N(Bo, 1). Consider the linear space

M = {P:R = 0}.
ClearlyM is containedin the cone

c = ({P:R 0}.
Moreover, subtractingfrom z and 0 the true value j0 we come, underthe null hypothesis,
to the following form of the test statistic, compareGourierouxet al. (1982, p. 67),
(z - 0)'2-l(z
min
OEM

- 0) - min (z P)'2-l(z - 0),
PEC

(4.6)

with z - N(0, n1). By (3.7) this statisticis P2( , C*), where C* = C f1 Ml. Consequently
its null distribution is a mixture of chi-squared distributions. An approach to the
evaluationof the correspondingweights wi(k, 01, C*) will be discussedin ? 5. Note that
under the null hypothesisthe distributionof the test statisticis independentof a particular
populationvalue P0of the parametervector.
Let us consider another problem associatedwith the linear model (4.1). Now we want
to test equality and inequalitylinear constraints
(4.7)
> ri1, R2 2=r2,
Ri
against the unrestrictedalternative.Here the matricesR, and R2 are of order s x k and
tx k, respectively, and it is assumed that restrictions(4.7) are consistent; i.e. define a
nonempty subset of Rk. The likelihood ratio test rejects the null hypothesis for large
values of the test statistic
? which is given by the difference between the minimum
of (y - Xp)'I-'(y - XI) subject to constraints (4.7) and the unrestricted minimum
IIy- P(y, L)112. It can be shown that the least favorable distribution(Lehmann, 1959,
Ch. 3, ? 8) of ? occurs when all inequalityconstraintsare active at Bo, that is R1IO= r,
(Robertson & Wegman, 1978, Th. 2.1, 2.2). Therefore we suppose that R1IO = r, and
R2A= r2.

It will be assumedagain that plis orthogonalto the linearspace L. Then by derivations
similarto those of (4.5) and (4.6) one can show that ? is distributedas

min(z- P)'1-1(z- P),

(4.8)

A z and are
where
definedas in (4.6) andK is the convexcone
K = { :Ra•R 0, Ra2 = 0}.

(4.9)

Consequentlythe least favorable null distributionof C is 2(i~, KO).Moreover, as we
have mentioned earlierthe unrestrictedstatistic ly - P(y, L)||2 and Care independent.
5 The weights of chi-bar-squareddistributions
Practicalapplicationsof the chi-bar-squaredstatisticsrequirethe numericalcalculation
of the weights wi(m,V, C). In some particularsituationsthese weights are expressiblein
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closed form, while in others their evaluationmay representa quite difficultproblem. It is
easy to show that, if V is the identity matrix I and C is the nonnegative orthant
R = j{x:x ~ 0}, then the correspondingweights are given by
wi(m,

I, R') = (m )2-m

(i = 0,...

, m)

(Gourierouxet al., 1982, p. 79). Another importantmuchdiscussedcase can be described
as follows. Let y = (y, ..., Yk)' be a normal N(O,V) variable with the diagonal
covariancematrixV, V-1= diag(vi) where vi (i = 1,... , k) are some positive numbers.
Considerthe linear space M = {x: x = x2 =... = Xk}, the convex cone

C= {x:x l x2 d -..

Xk

and let k2 be the correspondingchi-bar-squaredstatistic given by formula (3.7). As we
know, 2Lk_2(V, C*). The correspondingweights wi(k, V, C*) (i = 0, . . . , k - 1) are
usually denoted by P(i + 1, k; v) and studied in detail by Barlow et al. (1972, ? 3.3).
Since the cone C* is contained in the (k - 1)-dimensionalspace M', the last weight
wk(k, V, C*) is zero. An additional discussion of P(i, k; v) and relevant references are
given by Siskind(1976), Robertson& Wright(1982, 1983) and KudO& Yao (1982).
In the case of C = fR', Kud6 (1963, p. 414) proposed a formula for the weights
wi(m,V, R'), denoted subsequentlyby wi(m,V). The formulacan be writtenas follows
wi(m,V) = E p{(V,)-l1}p(V,,,},
Icrl-i

(5.1)

where the summationruns over all subsets caof {1,... , m} having i elements, a' is the
complementof a, V, is the covariancematrix correspondingto the normal variablesyj
C
(i E a),
V,, is the same under the conditionyj=0 (j e ar'), and p(A) denotes the
probabilitythat z > 0 for a normalvariablez - N(O,A).
Of course, formula (5.1) involves evaluation of the probabilitiesp(.). For a small
numberof variablesthese probabilitiescan be calculatedexplicitlywhichleads to a closed
form expression of w;(m,V) for m < 4 (KudO, 1963, p. 415); see also Shapiro (1985a,
p. 141). A computer programbased on (5.1) for calculationof w;(m,V) with moderate
values of m has been proposed by Bohrer & Chow (1978). In the remainderof this
section we assume that the weights wi(m,V) are computationally available, and
concentrate on showing how the situation of a general cone C can be reduced to the
standardcase C = RT.
Suppose that the cone C is defined by a numberof linear inequalityconstraints

C=In:RnM
0},

(5.2)

where R is an m x m nonsingularmatrix.Then by linear transformations(Perlman,1969,
p. 561) we obtain
w,(m, V, C) = w(m, RVR').
(5.3)
Consider the polar cone DO of the nonnegative orthant D = R'. We have that
Togetherwith (3.4)
DO = ({: V-ltl
0), and hence, by (5.2), wi(m,V, Do) = wi(m,V-l).
this implies that
wm_i(m, V)=

wi(m, V-1),

(5.4)

for all i = 0, .., m.
Suppose that C is defined by (5.2) with R being a k x m matrix of rank k. Then the
polar cone COis given by CO= AK, where A = - VR' and K = R'". The corresponding X2
variable defined in (3.5) is the sum of independentX2-k and a chi-bar-squaredvariable
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6f2((RVR')-1, Ko). Then it follows from (3.4) and (5.4) that
Wm-k+j(m, V, C) = wj(k, RVR')

(j = 0,...

,

k)

(5.5)

while the remainingweights vanish.
Now suppose that C is given by equality and inequalitylinear constraints
C=

=
(5.6)
{lql:RlI > 0, R214 0},
where R1 is s x m and R2 is t x m. We assume that the composed k x m matrix R,
R' = [R', R2], is of full rank k = s + t. Then it can be shown as above that for i < m - k
the correspondingweights vanish, while for i > m - k the weights are associatedwith the
matrixRVR' and the cone
(5.7)
s; fi = 0, i = s + 1, . . . , k}.
Let Z be the s x s upper-left submatrixof (RVR')-1. Then by calculatingthe polar of
cone (5.7), and using (3.4) and (5.5) one can verify that

(PE Rk: i >_O,i= 1,...,

Wm-k+j(m,V, C) = w _;(s, Z)

(j = 0, ... , s),

(5.8)

and the remainingweights are zeros. Also by (5.4) we can write (5.8) in the form
(5.9)
C) = wj(s, Z-1).
Finally consider the cone C* = C n Ml, where M = {f: RD= 0}, C = {f:
> 0} and
Ri>
a
k
submatrix
of
the
k
is
matrix
R.
The
x
x
p
q
correspondingweights w1(k,1, C*)
R1
appearedin connection with the investigationof statistic (4.5). Assume that R is of full
row rankp and consider a (k - p) x k matrixA of rank k - p such that RQA' = 0. Then
the cone C* is given by
C* = {I: RI O,AD= 0}.
>i
The correspondingmatrixBUB', where B' = [RI, A'], is block diagonalwhere the q x q
upper-leftblock is given by
Consequentlywe obtain by (5.9) that
R1R'I.
(j = 0,... , q)
(5.10)
Wp-q+j(k,I, C*) = wi(q,
RlR'I)
and the remainingweightsvanish. It is interestingto note that here the weightsdepend on
the dimensionalityp of the matrixR but not on R itself. Thereforeit is sufficientto make
the full row rank assumptionapply to the matrixR1 ratherthan R, and subsequentlyto
replace the numberp in (5.10) by the rank of R.
Wm-k+j(m, V,

6 Asymptotic results
The distributionalresultsassociatedwith linearmodel (4.1) we have discussedin ? 4 are
exact. Often similar results hold asymptotically.A relevant theory for the maximum
likelihood method is given by Chernoff(1954); see also Feder (1968) for some extensions
to the noncentralcase. Basic asymptoticscan be described as follows. Suppose we are
interestedin testing a null hypothesisthat a k x 1 parametervector 0 belongs to a subset
w of Rk againstan alternative0 e r. Furthermore,let the true value 00 of 0 be a boundary
point of w and (or) r. More specificallywe assumethat the sets w and r are approximated
at 00 by cones Co, and C,, respectively;for a detailed discussionand characterizationsof
cone approximationssee Shapiro (1987). Then under some regularity conditions the
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likelihood ratio statistic - 2 log A is asymptoticallydistributedas
v = min (z - 0)'J(z - 0) - min (z - 0)'J(z - 0),
OcEC,
OEC,

(6.1)

where J is the informationmatrixand z - N(O,J-l) (Chernoff,1954).
For arbitrary,even convex, cones C, and C, the variablev defined in (6.1) is not k2. It
becomes chi-bar-squaredif C, is containedin C,, C, and C, are convex and at least one
of them is a linear space. Two importantcases are worth mentioning. If to = {0}, that
is the null hypothesis is simple, then C, = {0} and hence the first term in (6.1) is z'Jz.
Consequently -2 log A is asymptotically 72(J-1,C,). When 00 is an interior point of r,
the approximatingcone C, coincideswith the space Rk and hence the second term in (6.1)
is identicallyzero. In this case -2 log A is asymptotically t2(-1', Co).
The situationof boundarysolutions often happensin the analysisof structuralmodels.
Let

= (?,...,

Im)'

be a vector variable giving a parameter vector of some statistical

population. For example, in multinomialmodels ?j are the correspondingcell probabilities and in the analysis of covariancestructures4 representsthe p2 x 1 vector vec (E)
formed by stackingcolumnsof a p x p covariancematrixE. A structuralmodel for 4 is an
m x 1 vector-valuedfunction g(0) which relates the k x 1 parametervector 0, from a
specifiedparameterset 0, to 4:

4=g(0),

OeE.

(6.2)

Let X be a sample estimate, based on a sample of size n, of the true (population)value ?0
of the parameter vector 4. For example, in multinomial models = (1, ...,
m)' is given
= n/ln (i = 1,...,
and in the analysis of covariance
by observed frequencies
m),
structuresX= vec (S), where,-S is the sample covariancematrix.

Given X one fits the model (6.2) by minimizingthe discrepancybetween X and = g(0),
which is measuredby means of a certainreal-valued(discrepancy)functionF(x, ) of two
m x 1 vector variables. For instance, the maximum likelihood approach leads to the
following discrepancyfunctions:
F=2

(ni/n)(log (ne/n) - log
~,)

(6.3)

in the multinomialcase, for example, Rao (1973, ? 5e), and
F = log I1I- log ISI+ tr(SE-1)-p

(6.4)

in the analysisof covariancestructures(J6reskog, 1967, 1981). Many other examples of
discrepancyfunctionsrelevant to multinomialand covariancestructuralmodels are given
by Rao (1973, p. 352) and Swain (1975) and Browne (1984), respectively.The associated
test statistic for testing the null hypothesis that the population value of ? satisfies the
model is given by nF, where F is the minimalvalue of the discrepancyfunction
F = min{F(%,g(0)): 0 E }).
We assume that n?(i - o) is asymptoticallynormal with a null mean vector and a
covariance matrix rF.Usually this property is ensured by an applicationof the Central
Limit Theorem. Please note that in both cases consideredabove the matrixIFis singular.
Thereforewe replace the nonsingularityassumptionby a maximalrank condition.That is
we assume that r has the maximal rank possible, for example rank(I) = m - 1 in the
multinomialcase and the rank of I is given by the numberp(p + 1)/2 of nonduplicated
elements of I in covariance structuralmodels. It can be shown that if a few simple
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conditionsare satisfied(Bishop, Fienberg& Holland, 1975, p. 504; Browne, 1982, p. 81),
then the discrepancyfunction is approximatednear the point (4, 0o)by a quadratic
function (x - 4)'Vo(x- 4), where Vo is a symmetricnonnegative-definitematrixgiven by
2(32/,31')F(go,
o) (Shapiro, 1985b). We suppose that the weight matrix Vo is a
generalizedinverser- of the matrixr. Discrepancyfunctionssatisfyingthis conditionare
said to be correctlyspecified (Browne, 1984). It is well known that the discrepancy
function(6.3) is correctlyspecifiedand the discrepancyfunction(6.4) is correctlyspecified
if the data is drawnfrom a normallydistributedpopulation.
It can be shown that under the null hypothesis 0 = g(0o), 00 e E, and some regularity
conditionsthe test statisticnF is asymptoticallydistributedas
K =

min (y - AP)'Vo(y - AP),
IIEK

(6.5)

where y is a normal variable N(O, F), K is a cone giving an approximationto the
is the m x k Jacobianmatrixof g(0)
parameterset O at the point 00 and A = (&/&0')g(Oo)
(Shapiro, 1985a). We assume that the column space of A is includedin the column space
of the matrix r. This is ensured by the common structureof the model g(0) and the
parametervector 4 and the maximalrank condition.
If 00 is an interior point of O, then K = k and K is a chi-squaredvariable with
t = rank(r) - k degrees of freedom. On the other hand if 00 is a boundarypoint of E and
the cone K c Rk is convex, then K is the sum of independentX2 and a chi-bar-squared
variable P2(H, Ko) where H = (A'F-A)-1. Note that, because of the column space
assumption,the matrixH is independentof a particularchoice of the generalizedinverse
of F; see, for example Rao & Mitra (1971, Lemma2.2.4). This result can be extended to
a noncentral case as follows. Suppose that {40,,} represents a sequence of population
values of 4 convergingto a point 0o= g(0o) satisfyingthe model, i.e. the populationdrift
(Stroud, 1972; Kendall & Stuart, 1979, p. 247). Furthermore,suppose that
-o)
tends to a vector such that belongs to the columnspace of r and p'VoA=n(go,n
0. Then
nF
tp
tp
is asymptoticallydistributedas the sum of a chi-bar-squaredvariable r2(H, Ko) and a
noncentralchi-squaredvariable X2(6), where the noncentralityparameter6 is given by
p'Vop.

It can be seen that asymptoticallythe situationhere is quite analogousto the one of ? 4.
Therefore, similarlyto (4.2) and (4.3), it is possible to test (linear) equality constraints
againstthe associatedinequalityconstrainedalternative.Or, as in (4.7), to test inequality
and equalityconstraintsagainstthe unrestrictedalternative.Of course, the corresponding
distributionalresultswill hold asymptotically(Chacko, 1966;Robertson, 1978;Dykstra&
Robertson, 1982a).
7 E-bar-squaredstatistics
In this section we study the case where the covariancematrixV is equal to u2U where
the matrix U is completely known but the scalar a2 is unknown. Let C be a convex
cone, y - N(0, a2U) and i be the corresponding minimizer i = P(y, C) in the right-hand
side of (3.1). Of course the minimizer i will not be altered if we replace the unknown
matrix V-' by U-'. Then the E-bar-squaredstatisticis defined as follows
2

=

y .''

(7.1)

Some particular cases of the E2 statistic have appeared in works of Bartholomew (1959,
1961), Shorack (1967) and have been discussed extensively by Barlow et al. (1972).
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Because V = a2U and by (2.2), the ~2 statisticcan be writtenin the form
?2

ij'V'i

(7.2)

(Y- )V-l(y
(12)
Then it can be shown that E2 is distributedas a mixtureof distributionsassociatedwith
variablesX2/(X2+ X2-i). Sincethe variableX2/(X2+ X2 has a (central)beta distribu_)that
tion with (shape) parametersi/2 and (m - i)/2 we obtain
=

+

m

Pr{E2 c} = wi Pr{fi/2,(m-i)/2
i=O

-

C},

(7.3)

where f,,, denotes a beta variable with parameterss and t. It should be noted that the
weights wi= w1(m,U, C) in (7.3) are the same as in the case of chi-bar-squaredstatistics
and hence the resultsof ? 5 apply. In all its generalitythe distributionalresult (7.3) can be
proved along the same lines as Shapiro (1985a, Th. 3.1); see also Barlow et al. (1972,
Th. 3.2).
Now let us considerthe situationwhere C is containedin a linear space L of dimension
k with k < m. Let y be a normalN(ip, a2U) variableand suppose that the mean vector pL
is orthogonalto L with respect to the weight matrix U-1. Then similarlyto the case of
chi-bar-squaredstatistics, E2 is distributedas a mixture of noncentralbeta distributions.
That is
k

Pr {E2

C}

=

wi Pr {9i/2,(m-i)/2(0,

i=O

6)

C),

(7.4)

where the second noncentralityparameter 6 is given by o-2,'U-1';
see, for example,
Johnson & Kotz (1970) for a descriptionof noncentralbeta distributions.
In the situationabove the distance IIy- P(y, C)IIfrom y to C is greaterthan or equal to
the distance l|y- P(y, L)II, which is greater than zero with probabilityone. Thereforein
this case it is possible to define the statistic
F

(Y
U-(y -)(7.5)
y=
=
It follows from (7.2) that E2 F/(1 + F) and hence the tests based on statisticsE2 and F
are equivalent. In the definitionof the P statisticwe do not make an adjustmentfor the
degrees of freedom which are random variablesin the present situation (Barlow et al.,
1972, p. 122). However, the F statistic is less useful than E2 since if the cone C has a
nonemptyinterior, then with a positive probabilitythe denominatorin ratio (7.5) is zero
in which case P is not defined. Similarlyto (7.4) it can be shown that F is distributedas a
mixtureof distributionscorrespondingto the ratio of chi-squaredvariables;that is
k

Pr {F

c} =

i=o

.
w,Pr {Xi
/Xi(6)

c}.

Let us discuss some examples. Consider a sequence
y,, of k x 1 independent
yl,...,
N(r, C) variablesrepresentinga data from a sample of size n. Suppose that it is required
to test the null hypothesis' =0 againstthe alternative e K, where K is a convex cone. It
is assumedthat E = u2A where the matrix A is known but the scalar a2 is unknown.Then
the likelihood ratio test is based on the statistic

ni'A-ti
/2 = E ylA-lyi')
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, n, and where i = P(?, K) and Y is the sample mean
et
In
(Barlow al., 1972, p. 178). our frameworkthis statistic can be derived as follows.
Let y be the nk x 1 vector formed by stacking the column vectors yi, y =
(y;, . . y',)'.
We have that y is N(O, o22), where 0 = diag
is block-diagonal with 4i, = A
(4O,) Ik]' and the cone C = AK. Then
(i = 1, ..., n). Consider the nk x k matrix A = [Ik,...,
the projectionP(y, C), with respect to the matrix4-1, is given by At. Consequentlythe
E2 statisticin (7.6) can be written

where the sum is over i = 1,...

2

y't

l

-ly

Therefore under the null hypothesis this statistic is distributedas a mixture of (central)
beta distributions
k

Pr {E2 c} =
wii Pr {(i/2,(nk-i)/2 > c},
i=O

(7.7)

with the weights wi= wi(k, A, K) (Barlow et al., 1972, Th. 4.2).
This result can be extended to the noncentralcase as follows. Let yi be independent
normalvariablesN(,i, u2A) and suppose that the mean vector t of y is null. Then E2 has
a distributionwhich is a mixtureof noncentralbeta with the same shape parametersas in
(7.7), zero noncentralityparameterand
6

=

•

i=1

-2T[A-1ti.

The correspondingweights remain the same as in (7.7). Similarresults can be obtained
for the F statistic.
Now consider the linear model (4.1). As earlier we assume ~ =
o2A such that A is
known but a2 is unknown. Suppose that it is required to test the null hypothesis (4.2)
againstthe alternative(4.3). Considerthe quadraticfunction
Q(P) = (y - Xp)'A-l(y - XP)

(7.8)

and let 0 and 0 be the minimizersof Q(0) subject to R = r and
> rl, respectively.
The likelihood ratio test rejects the null hypothesisfor large valuesRIof
E2

=

Q(0) Q()
-

(79)

Q()(7.

(Barlow et al., 1972, p. 180). This statistic is the ratio of the difference(4.4) to its first
term. The numerator in the ratio (7.9) can be reduced to the form (4.6) with
It = (X'A-'X)-1. Also the ratio will not be changedif z is replacedby its projectiononto
the space M'. Therefore under the null hypothesisE2 is distributedas a mixtureof beta
distributions.Since M' had dimensionp, the degrees of freedom of chi-squaredvariables

which appear in the denominator of (7.9) are i and (N - k) + (p - i). Consequently
Pr {E2

wPr (
i/2,(N-k+p-i)/2

ic}-=

&

C},

(7.10)

where the weights w, = w1(k, 0, C*) are given by (5.10).
Suppose now that we wish to test the null hypothesis (4.7) against the unrestricted
alternative. Similarly to (7.9) we consider the test statistic
=
/•

QQ()- Q(j•)

Q(I)
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where j is the unrestricted minimizer and 0 is the minimizer of Q(j~) subject to
constraints (4.7). As in the case of known covariance matrix the least favorable
distributionof ~2 Occurswhen all inequalityconstraintsare active.
The numerator of the ratio (7.11) can be represented in the form (4.8) and the
denominatoras the sum of numeratorand Q(O). Recall that Q(O) is chi-squaredwith
N - k degrees of freedom and is independentof Q(i) - Q(0). Thereforewe obtain that
the least favorablenull distributionof E2, defined in (7.11), is given by
k

Pr { 2 ~c=

i=0

w, Pr {/fi/2,(N-k)/2

C},

(7.12)

where w, = wi(k, 12, Ko) or, alternatively,wi = wk-i(k, 1t, K) (i = O,... , k).
In a similarway F statisticscan be introduced.For example the denominatorof ratio
(7.11) can be replaced by the unrestrictedminimum Q(O). Then the obtained ratio
statistic has a least favorable distributionwhich is a mixture of distributionsassociated
with variablesX/~iN-k. The correspondingweights w, will be the same as in (7.12).
8 Concludingremarks
It was mentioned in ?? 4 and 7 that in the case of testing inequalityconstraintsagainst
an unrestricted alternative the least favorable distributionoccurs when all inequality
constraintsof the null hypothesis are active. This is not necessarilyso if we have two
nested hypotheses both of which involve inequality constraints. A discussion of an
interestingexample of that type where the least favorableconfigurationoccursat 'infinity'
is given by Warrack& Robertson(1984). In the analysisof structuralmodels the situation
is complicatedfurtherby the fact that the asymptoticcovariancematrixr usuallydepends
on the populationvalue of the parametervector.
Under alternativehypotheses the f2 and L2 statistics in general are not mixtures of
(noncentral) chi-squared and beta distributions, respectively. This makes an exact
calculationof the correspondingpower functions, and for that matter a comparisonof
competingtest statistics, quite a difficultproblem. Available results are limited in scope
and only some rather simple examples have been analysed analytically(Barlow et al.,
1972, ? 3.4; Pincus, 1975). Monte Carlo experimentssupportan intuitive conjecturethat
the power functionincreaseswith the restrictivenessof the alternativehypothesis(Barlow
et al., 1972, p. 158). In an extreme case when the alternativeregion is reduced to a ray,
the correspondingchi-bar-squaredtest is most powerful as follows from the NeymanPearsonfundamentallemma.
The problem of testing the multivariatenormal mean r =0 against the alternative
TE K, when the covariance matrix E is completely unknown, has been considered by
Perlman (1969). His results, which are not reproducible in our framework, can be
summarizedas follows. Suppose that n > k and let
i=l

be the sample covariancematrixgiving an estimatorof E. Then the likelihood ratio test
rejects the null hypothesisfor large values of

U=1- n- + (
where t, is given by the projectioni, =

-

,)'S-l(y

-

,)'

(8.1)

P(,, K) with respect to the matrixS-1. The null
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distributionof this statisticis
k

Pr {U > c}=

wi Pr
>- c},
i=O
{X/•/X-k

(8.2)

where w, = w1(k,M,K). Note that the null distributionof U depends on the unknown
matrixI throughthe correspondingweights wi.
The distributionalresult (8.2) is exact. As n tends to infinity S and Y converge in
probabilityto M and r, respectively. Therefore under the null hypothesis T= 0, nU is
asymptoticallyequivalent to the f2 statistic nf't- i. Note that by the law of large
numbersX2-k/n tends in probabilityto one and hence asymptotically(8.2) coincideswith
the correspondingresult for the f2 statistic.
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R6sume
Dans cet articleon examine une theorie de distributionde fonctionsdes observationsutilis6esdans des tests
pour des problimes diversdans l'analysea plusieursvariablesavec des contraintesd'in6galit6.On pr6senteun
point de vue uni base sur les caracteristiques
g6om6triquesde c6nes convexes.Les tests 22 et E2 sont introduits.
On discuteleurs applications' des problimes concernantdes tests d'hypothese.
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